Let K be a rational (= purely transcendental) extension of (the field) k , and let s be a /c-automorphism of K of finite order. Let s be linear in the sense that K has a base B (i.e., a transcendence basis B with K = k(B)) for which the k -submodule Z(kb : b € B) of A" generated by B is stabilized by s . In [1, Question 6], it is asked whether 5 is completely determined by its order (and tr.àtgk(K)) and it is proved that, when k is the complex number field C , then the answer to this question is affirmative iff tr. degçiA-) > 1 [1, Corollary 9, Question 6 and Lemma 7]. In this paper, we solve the problem for the field R of real numbers under the condition that tr. degR(K) is ^2,3.
Definitions. Let R and C = R(i) denote the real and complex number fields (with i = -1), and let 7 be the generator of the Galois group Gal(C/R) of C over R. For any rational extension K of R, let K = K(i), and let the same letter 7 stand for the generator of Gal(K/K). If t g K, then t = tx + it2 for some tx, t2€ K and y(t) is the conjugate tx -it2 of t. We denote y(t) by 7.
If f(T) = J2l=oaiT' e R[rl is of deSree d, with a0 / 0, then o(f) is defined (as in [1] ) to be the cyclic linear automorphism associated with /. Thus s = o(f) is the R-automorphism defined on the rational function field K = -R(Xl,X2,...,Xd) by s(Xj) = Xj+x, for \<j<d, f(s)Xx=0.
If Kx and A"2 are rational extensions of R with R-automorphisms sx and s2 (respectively), then Kx * K2 denotes the quotient field of the tensor product Kx ®R K2 and sx * s2 denotes the R-automorphism induced by sx <8>R s2 on Kx * K2. Thus if Bx, B2 are bases of Kx, K2 (respectively), then Kx * K1 is the rational extension of R having for a base the union of (independent copies of) Bx and B-,. Also, we say that sx = s2 iff sx = s~ s2s for some R-isomorphism s : Kx -> K2. The subfield of a rational extension K of R fixed by an R-automorphism 5 of K is denoted by Ks, and 5 is said to be rational if Ks is (over R). The identity automorphism on R(XX , X2, ... , Xn) is denoted by In. Thus In = *".=xo(T -1). The letter / stands for uIn for some «". The order of f(T) G R[T] is understood to be the order of a(f). Thus the order of / is the smallest n G N for which f(T) divides T" -1 (or, equivalently, the least common multiple of the orders in C of the roots of / if / has no multiple roots). It is clear that the only degree 1 polynomials in R[7'] of finite order are T -1 and T + 1 . The set of irreducible quadratics having finite order is denoted by Q. Also, the GCD of two integers n and m is denoted by (n , m). Then it is easy to see that Ä = C(df,,cf,,c2,cf2)
and that Let G = (rx, r2) be the subgroup of C* generated by r, and r2. Since rx and r2 are of finite orders, then G is finite and hence is cyclic. Let r be a generator of G. If Proof. Let
Q(T) = (T-r)(T-7), QX(T) = (T -rx)(T -r,)
be Then K -C(x, y, z, w) with x, y, z, w all 7-fixed. So K = R(x, y, z, w). It is also easy to see that the restrictions of 5 to R(x, y) and R(z, w) are o(Qx) and I2 (respectively). Therefore our lemma is proved for n = 2. The case n > 2 follows immediately, a Theorem 5. Let K be a rational extension of R having a finite transcendence degree n, and let s be a linear R-automorphism of K of a finite order d. Then (i) s = I or I * a(T + 1) or I * a(Q) for some QsQ.
(ii) s is rational. Remark 8. It is clear that one can replace n in Lemma 4 by any cardinal. The same is true of Theorem 5 since the decomposition (**) in the proof of (i) follows from the fact that every algebraic automorphism is completely determined by its minimal polynomial (and n) [3] .
